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Spencer, Lord Wolverston and newly named Earl of Kinraven, intended to find peace in the wilds of

Scotland, far from the torment of wanting the one woman he believed he could never have. But his

inheritance has come with a price he had not foreseen... a curse that is slowly driving him mad. He

sends a desperate plea for help to his friend, the Duke of Briarleigh, but that plea is intercepted by

the last person he wishes to see... the Duke's sister-in-law, Miss Larissa Walters, the women he left

England to escape. Larissa has struggled to put her past behind her and to overcome the abuses

she suffered at the hands of Lord Moreland to whom her stepfather had owed a gambling debt.

Spencer had saved her then, and now, she knows it is time to return the favor. She sets out on her

own to show him, and perhaps herself, that she has the courage to face her fears... and to love him

as he deserves. But all is not as it would seem at Kinraven. There is darkness

thereÃ¢â‚¬â€•plotting, lurking, waiting in the shadows to destroy whatever happiness they may find.

Can love truly conquer all, or will the darkness consume them both?This is the third book in.a series

of six. Each book in the Dark Regency Series features gothic elements, occult or paranormal

references and steamy, open door sex scenes.
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Spencer, Lord Kinraven of Scotland, appears to be going mad. Larissa Walters, sister-in-law of the

Duke of Briarleigh, determines Spencer will not go mad. And thus the story begins with Spencer

hallucinating and Larissa arriving at a castle shrouded with evil. Fans of the legendary novel

"Rebecca" must sit up and take notice as this novel is full of suspense and scary events. The writing

is excellent, the characters malevolent, the setting oh so dark and dreary and the want-to-be lovers

impeccably written. Dorcas is a hoot. I am enjoying reading Chasity Bowlin -- hope you do too.

Spencer has just become the Earl of Kinraver he was in Scotland trying to restore his estate. He

had sent a letter to Larissa 's brother in law. asking for help. Larissa comes through a snow storm to

see Spencer. She had turned down his advances at an earlier time but won't this time. She finds

him out of his mind when she arrives. She is determined to find it who is trying to hurt him she can

see things others can't A lot of twists and turns more than one villain in this story. I liked this book as

well as other's author has written.

Good characters, interesting plot, unique ideas. I think what I did not love about it was that I was

expecting something more based in the paranormal, but it was mostly just drugs and the heroine's

special paranormal skills were useless through most of the story, which took some of the fun out of

it, I think. Still a good story, it just was not what I expected based on the first in the series, which I

really liked.

A true Gothic story just like the young ladies of the ton used to read. I've read the entire series, and

enjoyed each of them.The charm of the book is it's creepy backstory mixed with regency setting.

There are definite horror elements involved, but she manages to hold onto a regency tone in the

historical context. She's very good at consistency.If there is a cheat in the book, it's that, if you read

the others and I can't imagine you wouldn't, you're already pretty in love with this couple. A new

reader to the series wouldn't enjoy this as much because the plot just jumps right in where you left

off. You can't read this as a stand alone.

This was an interesting story of Larissa, Emme's younger sister. If you've read the previous 2

books, you will recognize the characters. It can be read as a standalone book but it's better if you

read the others. Larissa is gifted with knowing things merely by touching a person. She goes to

Kinraven to help the earl of Kinraven, who she's loved for years. He is having fits of madness and is

desperate for help.When she arrives she is in danger of becoming a victim to the witches who are



causing his madness but love is stronger than evil (at least in this book). It's a surprisingly twisted

story and while it had opportunities to be even more convoluted, I found I really didn't mind. All in all

a good book.

I enjoyed the first in this series except the sub plot was far too dark for me. The second with Michael

was just very mediocre and the sub plot was just awful, but I was looking forward to Spencer's

tale...it started off okay but then read more like a farce with Spencer's experiences on the battle field

for several years he certainly deserved a better theme. It was so obvious what was happening to

him and by whom! And to make him look even worse he doesn't even get to seek revenge at the

culmination for the heroine! The wicked witch from the west does the job for him! Sadly this will be

my last read from this author but do read the first one.

Love, intrigue, mystery, murder and a hint of sex and you have a great book. I loved the gift's that

each heroine had in all the book's by Chastity Bowlin but I think this was my favorite. Very well

written and the story had a lot of twists and turns. Larissa and Spencer 's lives were intertwined

forever and thankfully she had the guts to go to him and do something about it. I recommend this

book to anyone who wants to spend the afternoon with a good mystery with a love story twist.

This was a sweet love story. I was waiting for them to get together. It only has four stars because of

la mot love scenes.
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